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PEYC - Racing Review 2014 
Dinghy Racing - 2014: 
Last season will be remembered for the number of dinghy races that were lost due to wild weather or 
no wind. Out of 116 races scheduled, only 70 (60%) were run. Worst hit was the Easter series with 
just 2 races completed out of the 10 planned. Despite this, the dinghy fleet still clocked up nearly 500 
‘boat starts’ in the 2014 season and some 49 dinghies participated. The Monday A & B series were 
well supported, as were the Saturday A & C series, but with fewer boats in the B & D series. One 
concern is the fall in novice dinghy numbers, something the club needs to work on so that we keep 
bringing in new dinghy sailors. 

Yacht Racing - 2014: 
Average race turnouts in the main yacht series rose significantly in 2014 to ~88% of the average 
during our peak years 2002-2008. Overall, some 40 different yachts competed in the main club series 
last year. Following the 2013 change in handicap split between the divisions, Div-2 is now the larger 
class on average. Although Div-1 turnouts have reduced, the numbers remain entirely viable. 
Removing relatively slow 707s with inexperienced crews means that race officers no longer have to 
shorten Div-1 races early to allow the back-markers to finish, while these 707 crews are enjoying 
much closer racing in Div-2. However, the most important change is that we now have a very active 
racing scene in Div-2, which represents the lower-cost, entry-level area for yacht racing, an essential 
requirement if we want to encourage more yachts to participate.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PEYC - Changes for 2015 
Dinghy & Yacht Racing: 

x Calculation of average points for Race Officer or Safety RIB duties will now be based on a 
boat’s other results in the series, excluding discards. This provides fairer treatment to those 
with a Race Officer or Safety RIB duty compared to those who don’t have one. 

x Protest time limit is now 60 minutes after the last boat finishes in the last race of the day. This 
allows protests to be submitted at the end of any multi-race day.  

x RYA Arbitration scoring penalty is now 30% instead of 40% previously. This brings us in line 
with the RYA RRC recommendations. 

Dinghy Racing: 
x All west dinghy courses now start yxy… and all east courses now finish …YXY.  This clarifies 

which side of mark Y you should pass coming, for example, from mark F to mark X. 

x Dinghy Championship requirement is now reduced to 20 races to encourage more dinghy 
sailors to put together a set of championship results without any DNC, DNS, DNF, etc. 
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Yacht Racing: 
x All the yacht courses, apart from the Timegate races, are new designs. There are now 10 

standard and 10 hybrid courses, in descending order of length, for each of the wind directions 
W, WSW, SW, E & ENE in the west area and for E & NE in the east area. There are 8 new 
Night Series courses, using the lit navigation marks to the east of the Rail Bridge. All these 
courses are planned for selection on the basis of two rounds, but with a third round available if 
needed. Mark Q in Queensferry Bay is now only used as a committee boat start mark which 
removes the ‘cross-over’ after rounding W on starboard and having to tack across on port to 
get to mark Q. For the PEYC FIG Trophy races, there are 8 new courses extending to 
Channel Buoy #5 and the Herwit wreck buoy. 

x Each set of standard courses is arranged in compatible pairs for Div-1 and Div-2 with a length 
ratio of 1.15 between them, reflecting the median handicaps in the two divisions. Hence, Race 
Officers no longer need to run a ‘clash check’ on mark rounding directions. Reviewing course 
selections in 2014 showed that Race Officers were often picking the same course for both 
Divisions to avoid clash checks, or selecting from a limited number of courses. The new 
system takes us back to what PEYC did many years ago and will simplify course selection. 
The downside is that the ratio in course lengths is now fixed, but the ratio of achieved 
distance between Div-1 & Div-2 will vary according to the wind & tide conditions. However, on 
balance, the Sailing Committee believes that this approach will improve the quality of race 
management.   

x A Restricted Sail (RS) option (No spinnaker) is now available for yachts in the FYCA FIG 
series and in all PEYC club races. This provision is intended for yachts not equipped with a 
spinnaker, and for crews considered by the Race Committee to be 'less experienced', 'less 
capable' or 'short handed', the latter defined as less than 60% of the yacht's full crew. To 
request the RS provision, a yacht must contact the Race Committee on VHF channel 77, 
justifying the request, on the race day at least 15 minutes before its class warning signal is 
displayed. To be valid, the Race Committee must have confirmed their agreement before its 
class warning signal. It is at the absolute discretion of the Race Committee whether to accept 
an RS request or not on any particular day. A yacht granted the RS provision must fly a white 
flag, so that other competitors are aware, and will receive a +4% handicap adjustment. So if 
you think you might want to request this option, get yourself a white flag! 

x The Sailing Committee reviewed the issues with ‘luffing after dark’ during the Night Series and 
considered going back to using IRPCAS. However, these regulations are not really suitable 
for ‘round the cans’ racing, compared to the ISAF RRS, but the need for prudent course 
changes after dark must be emphasised. The PEYC Sailing Instructions Para 7.3 now states: 
‘Competitors luffing after nautical sunset are reminded of their obligations, under RRS 16.1 
Changing Course, that ‘the space a boat needs while manoeuvring promptly in a seamanlike 
way’ is always much more at night and that they should adjust their close quarter 
manoeuvring accordingly.’ Hence, a right-of-way yacht luffing sharply, without sufficient 
warning in a close quarters situation at night, risks being penalised under RRS 16.1. 

x PEYC welcomes outsiders into our sport and would encourage members to invite guests to 
try out racing. However, running racing is not a ‘zero-cost’ activity for the club and regular 
participants should make a fair contribution. As part of the club’s revised approach to 
membership, the owner or representative entering any PEYC club race must declare the 
names of all crew who are not PEYC Racing Members on the entry sheet, via the Race 
Officer or by email to peyc.racing@gmail.com, either before or immediately after the race. 
Cruising Members and non-members may still crew in up to four races per season before 
upgrading their membership or joining the Club. 

   

Jim Scott - PEYC Sailing Secretary  

6th Feb 2015 
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